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Cabin fever!
Our lovely cabin is now finished and all the children are having a great time using it. We are thrilled with how all the
work went and also excited about future plans. The nature maze has also been a huge hit and it has been funny to see
all the little legionnaires hats bobbing up and down as the children venture onto the trail, full of excitement at what
they might discover! We hope that you have enjoyed the tour of the grounds - the weather has been perfect for you all
to see where the children are playing and some of the things they get up to. As we have already said, this is an on-going
project as we have more plans to improve and extend on the outdoor learning opportunites for the children. Here are a
just a few pics of what the children have so far enjoyed.

National Insect Week

Lots of exploring and invesigating went on for 'National Insect Week' where our
new outdoor boardwalk and nature maze were perfect for observing all manner of
fascinating creatures.

World Ocean Day

World Ocean Day helped the children have a better
understanding of the damage plastic and other rubbish has on
our marine life and the seas around us.

Around & About the Nursery

A little reminder that if your child is leaving this Summer to go to school, please ensure
you check your invoices very carefully, making any necessary adjustments to standing
orders and voucher payments. Any credits on accounts will incur a £20 administration fee
if refunds have to be made. Thank you!

Bluebells
Summer has well and truly arrived with us having lovely hot days and warm evenings. This has enabled
the Bluebells to get out and about visiting parks, farms, seaside resorts and the local county show. The
children enjoyed watching farm animals and sampling local produce. Angus enjoyed an ice cream or
two!
Farms featured in some of our activities this month with the children using the ICT tractors and trailers to
fill and empty with pigs, cows and sheep. The children were asked to match the animals by sound and
touch and were offered lots of praise when reaching their goal. We looked at books about farm animals
and one about a runaway Tractor, which prompted us into making footprint tractor for the display boards.
Julian has been busy helping his parents in the garden, walking around using a watering can when
planting vegetables. We followed this interest by visiting the allotment looking at the new shoots
appearing. Julian, Monty, Jack, Callie and George walked around carrying the watering cans and Lisa and
Danielle helped them to water the strawberries. Angus, Sophia, Amilia and Cora stood with Catelyn who
supported them holding the forks and move the soil around, feeling the texture as it ran through their
fingers.
The seaside has been popular for days out, enjoying local beaches. Sophia was fascinated by seagulls and
collected pebbles while building sandcastles with her Mummy and Daddy. Sophie, Lily, Jack, Amilia and
Cora played around the sand and water tray feeling the damp sand in their fingers finding small crabs and
starfish, dropping them into the water with a splash, which caused lots of excitement. Callie, George,
Julian, Monty and Angus had help from Catelyn and Lisa to fill small buckets using spades and spoons.
Lottie, Laurence and Edward sat with Lisa reaching and grasping the large crabs in the small pool feeling
the water on their hands and fingers, making lots of different sounds and noises as the water trickled up
their arms.
World Ocean Day
To involve the children in ‘World Ocean Day’ we made hanging mobiles using light and dark blue tissue
paper. The children were then encouraged to stick pieces of plastic bags, plastic straws, ear buds and
pieces of plastic bottles onto blue card, which were then hung in the room along with sad fish, the
children followed simple words and gestures during the activity.
Julian, Callie, George, Lily, Amilia and Cora got very sticky when sitting together scrunching and gluing
the different textures onto the card, using sounds along with actions when communicating with Lisa and
Catelyn.
Conservation Cabin
The Bluebells have been out exploring the new Conservation Cabin. There are lots of wooden objects
and resources for the children to explore, feeling different textures using hands and mouth. The Bluebells
are happy sitting on comfy throws and rugs while listening and looking at woodland books. They also
enjoyed walking and running through the grass maze, Julian, George and Monty had lots of fun being
chased by Lisa. Callie, Sophia and Cora found yellow buttercups and daisies with Catelyn and Danielle.
Angus and Amilia held Catelyn’s hands walking around feeling the long grass in their fingers. Lily,
Laurence, Lottie sat in the pushchairs being moved around the maze observing the wild flowers and
feeling the different grass. All of the Bluebells sat on the picnic mat having their snacks and drinks
together enjoying the warm weather and the peaceful surroundings and bird song.
National Insect Week
We have visited the Conservation Cabin looking at the bughouse as well as standing on the decking
watching spiders and beetles in the grass. When returning to the Bluebell room Lisa sat with the children
making hand print spiders, helping them to dip both hands into paint and place them onto the paper. The
small world tray had large creepy crawlies with a variety of shaped and coloured leaves. Catelyn helped
the children to hide and find the insects using lots of simple verbal instructions and eye contact.
Coloured play dough was placed on the table so the children could push down the insects, making and
looking at the different marks they had made and investigating the varied texture.
We welcome Lottie and Edward this month and can’t wait for them to join in all the fun!

Poppies
The start of June had all the Poppies eagerly waiting to go to the Conservation Cabin. The Poppies have
been watching the supplies arrive at the site and were so excited when we got to walk over to see it. The
children have enjoyed running around looking at all the different aspects of nature and eating our snack
in the cabin. We have been building with the wooden blocks and using the wooden sticks as walking
sticks around the grounds. Charlie got very exited when he saw Fidget the cat running around the
grounds. He got an adults attention and shouted “Cat cat!” pointing excitedly at it running past. Spencer
found it really funny hiding behind the long grass and playing peek-a-boo with his friends, peering
around the grass. The Poppies also loved using the boardwalk observation platform, sitting patiently
enjoying hearing bird song and pointing at the spiders, butterflies, dragonflies and bees as they moved
around the long grass and reeds, repeating their names as they spotted them.
We have been celebrating ‘World Ocean Day’ with the Poppies making fish using different plastics
sticking them all together. The Poppies also enjoyed playing with seas creatures and water in the messy
play tray. We added plastic to the water and talked about the creatures getting stuck as the children
moved them around. Ivy got really animated about the fish and shouted “FISH!” waving it in the air and
doing her impression of them.
It has also been ‘National Insect Week’ so we have been looking at the insect homes at the cabin to see
what we could find. We also enjoyed playing with small world insects making them crawl around the
floor, as well as hiding them under logs, in the grass and in trees. Albert shouted “SPIDER” moving it
along the floor to his friends and smiling at everyone. The Poppies have had lots of fun making insect,
spiders and butterflies using handprints and splatting paint on the paper.
All our little Poppies have been seeing lots of animals during their weekends and have enjoyed coming in
to tell us all about it. William groomed a pony with his family and Iola has been riding horses where her
Mummy works. We have been looking at books about horses, repeating words and mimicking the “Click
click” sound of their hooves. The farm has been the Poppies favourite, saying all the sounds the animals
make and moving them around the room and playing animal matching games.
Violet has been to the park with her family, going on the slide and the roundabout. Ava has also been
playing on a slide in her garden, so with the lovely weather we have been going outside to play on the
different equipment, encouraging the children to take risks, experiment with a range of different
movements and begin to use some basic positional language. We have been practicing climbing up the
slide then saying “Weeeee” going down it. “Row row” is one of the Poppies favourite things to do in the
garden on the seesaw - Jacob likes clapping his hands along to the song and shouting “Splash, splash,
splash!”
This month we look forward to welcoming Sophia, Callie, George, Angus, and Monty into the Poppy
room. We are sure they will have lots of fun in the poppy room with us and look forward to seeing
them join the room.

Daisies
During the month of June the Daisies have enjoyed exploring a range of different and exciting topics that
raise awareness of the environment in which we live and how we can help to protect it. We started the
month with ‘World Ocean Day’ where the Daisies took part in sea creature play with one tray having
clear water and the second tray with added plastic. We used a lot of vocabulary to describe the emotions
that sea creatures might be feeling. Isabel observed, “There’s no room.” While Beatrix said “It’s so sad.”
The Daisies also listened intently to stories about the ocean and we even adapted the words to ‘Stanley
Fish’, a Daisy room favourite, to include finding clean water.
This month also saw the arrival of ‘National Insect Week’. The Daisies eagerly participated in a wide
range of activities based around this interest. We learnt a new song ‘I had a little spider’ and looked and
listened to stories about bugs and insects. The Daisies have had lots of fun exploring the Nursery grounds
and nature maze creating the ideal location to crouch down and watch the bees, butterflies and
dragonflies. Tabitha said “They fly to their Mummy’s” as she watched a butterfly. We have had lots of fun
taking part in bug hunts using spotter sheets to track the insects we have seen, playing ‘bug-snap’, which
encouraged turn taking and matching skills, creating leaf butterfly’s and making our own paper plate
bugs.
Beatrix enjoyed a very exciting time in London when she was a flower girl at a wedding and eagerly
shared her experience with her friends, talking about the red buses and saying, “I go slowly” down the
aisle. We made our own collage buses looking at the shapes and colours used. We also enjoyed listening
to the story ‘Scarecrow’s Wedding’ joining in at key points to call out “No one will ever forget”!
Annika and lots of her peers have been helping to do the food shopping at home. We have used
shopping baskets in the role-play corner to go shopping for groceries before preparing meals in our
kitchen. We also enjoyed taking part in a shopping list game in groups of four seeing who could fill their
trolleys first and then recalling the items in our basket, showing great memory.
We have been enjoying lots of activities themed around farms with children going to Wimpole, Hills
View farm and enjoying the open farms and county fair. We have engaged with lots of small world play
allowing the Daisies to narrate their experiences and also looking at books about farm machinery,
comparing the sizes of wheels and the shapes that are present.
We have also enjoyed activities based on many other Daisy experiences. Creating matching shoe games
and shoe shop role play when Lara and Sophie got new shoes and acting out camping role play when
Tabitha returned from Devon, also sharing her adventures of going for a ride on a sea tractor!
As many parents will be aware, after hearing the excited tales from their children, we were very
privileged to be the first group to explore the Conservation Cabin. The Daisies couldn’t hide the
excitement on their faces as they explored and engaged in activities with the new natural resources. It has
been inspiring to see how the children have created props to enhance their play, creating a fire pit with
den sticks before collecting grass, stones and mud to make ‘cake’ on the fire. The children have also
loved exploring the nature maze with fascination, showing a real sense of adventure and investigation.
In July the Daisies will be taking part in the Marine Conservation Societies ‘Plastic Challenge Month’. We
would appreciate if each Daisy brought in a unique piece of plastic e.g. colour, shape or texture for us to
use in the challenge. We will also be sending home some ‘Top Tips’ to help reduce the use of single use
plastic in the home and reducing the damaging effect this has on marine life.
We would like to wish Orin, Annika and Tabitha lots of luck as they make their move to the Sunflower
room.

Sunflowers
The month of June started off with the Sunflowers peering over the fence and waiting in anticipation
watching our groundsmen, Colin and Tom, erect our new Conservation Cabin. As you can imagine, this
prompted lots of discussion and questions as the children spoke among themselves trying to ascertain
“What is it for, are the grown up’s going to live in it?” The children were very excited when they found
out it was all for them and were keen to go and explore on their first visit. “Wow this is really cute, I love
it” Melina said. “Look at all the wood and things to build with, let’s get building” Thomas said. “I really
like the tea pot and stove, we can do real cooking” Gracie said.
We have been spending lots of time out in the Conservation Cabin using all the new resources to build,
create and explore. Quinn, Rhys and Eleanor helped to move some logs from under the willow tree to
help build a small bug hotel - we are hoping that lots of bugs move in and make this quiet area their
home. The new nature maze has been a firm favourite with the Sunflowers, each taking it in turns to be
the leader and choosing the direction and route we go around the trail. The children’s investigative
nature and sense of exploration was very evident as they marvelled at the exciting discoveries along the
trail, especially the log seating area and observation post. It was lovely to see their faces light up each
time they visited the cabin and maze and we are all extremely excited about developing this over the
coming weeks and months.
Inside the Nursery we have been growing our own cress heads. This was instigated by an activity Jack did
at home with his Mummy growing grass heads. We have been carefully watering and observing our cress
heads each day and are waiting to test out our scissor skills and give them a ‘haircut’ as well as making
predictions as to whose will grow the longest and be the greenest! Once the cress has fully grown we will
then have a go at trying and making our own ham and cress sandwiches for snack, spreading the butter
and cutting the bread and ensuring everyone has a good understanding of safety. We have also been
visiting the allotment where we have been checking on, watering and counting how many red
strawberries there are. Marielle was very interested in the strawberries as she had recently been
strawberry picking with her family.
The Sunflowers have been spending lots of time with their families and visiting other people’s houses.
This sparked off lots of conversations about what our houses look like, what they are made of and if we
have numbers on our house. We each took it in turns to make our own house at the craft table with a
variety of materials including lollipop sticks and envelopes. Quinn spoke about his Grandma coming to
stay after her long holiday in America and wanted to draw a picture. Quinn and many other Sunflowers
sat together creating their own family portraits, discussing all the different colours and shades needed for
the eyes, skin and hair.
We have been exploring how things move in the air after Eleanor visited the Shuttleworth Aeroplane
Museum, Marielle and Matthew flew kites, Ben played with a frisbee on his recent holiday and Charlotte
watched the bugs fly around the garden. This linked in well with celebrating ‘National Insect Week’
where we sat quietly in a space in the nature maze and observed the nearby insects to see how they
move and spoke about their different features. Back in the room we used cards and hoops to sort and
categorise the insects by their features “Lots of bugs have legs don’t they” said Aoife. Whilst using the
cards many children said they had never seen an earwig and really wanted to find one, this inspired lots
of problem solving and decision making as to why we had not seen one and where we might be able to
find one. We used play dough and other malleable materials to design and create our own bugs and look
forward to displaying them in the Sunflower room when they are completed.
The month of June sees us say a fond farewell to Alex as he leaves us to take on the role of big Brother
and embarks on new adventures at big School. We will all miss you but know you will be back to help
celebrate at the Graduation Party. We welcome Orin, Tabitha and Annika to the Sunflower room. We
look forward to showing you our Wendy Wood.

